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What changes can we expect in the future?
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SEASONAL AND ANNUAL CHANGES IN SOIL MOISTURE CONTENT
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SEASONAL AND ANNUAL CHANGES IN DAILY MEAN WIND SPEED 2080s, four emissions scenarios
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UKCIP02 grid (50km) vs. UKCIP08 grid (25km)
Effects of climate change on wildfires

- Hotter and drier conditions: direct effect on wildfires, but also indirect: ecosystems (land use), human behaviour (holiday), fire fighting (water)
- Seasonal changes: higher winter rainfall could help to prevent drying out of peat bogs in summer
- Temperature and rainfall not the only relevant factors: wind not well simulated by climate models and great uncertainty in wind projections
- Consider extremes and persistence as well as average changes: need info at higher spatial and temporal resolutions. Possible changes in variability
- Uncertainty and scale: uncertainty in climate projections tends to increase with higher spatial and temporal resolution. Local topographic effects not fully incorporated in climate projections. Summer rainfall (convective) projections tend to be more uncertain than winter projections (frontal). Probabilistic projections (e.g. UKCIP08) will provide better representation of uncertainties than ‘deterministic’ scenarios such as UKCIP02: helps with risk-based decision making.